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'THAT VANDYKE DUCHESS': 
PORTRAITURE AND EPIC IN DANIEL DERONDA 
By Susannah Rutherglen 
Portraits abound in Daniel Deronda - not only on the drawing-room walls of the Grandcourts 
and Mallingers, and in the 'grave Holbein faces' of the Meyrick family lithographs, but also 
in the actions and physiognomies of the novel's characters themselves. Daniel, in whom 'the 
family faces of various types, seen on the walls of the gallery, found no reflex' (166), 
nonetheless 'had that sort of resemblance to the preconceived type which a finely individual 
bust or portrait has to the more generalized copy left our minds after a long interval' (479).1 
Gwendolen, 'that Vandyke duchess of a beauty' (558), sees her mirror image as a painting, 
'leaning her elbow on the back of the chair in an attitude that might have been chosen for her 
portrait' (18), and declaring that 'someone shall paint me as Saint Cecilia' (26). The ordinary 
aristocrat, Baron Langen, makes 'a very good furniture picture' (13), while Grandcourt, for his 
part, has all the coldness of a painted face: 'omitting the cigar, you might have imagined him 
a portrait by Moroni, who would have rendered wonderfully the impenetrable gaze and air of 
distinction; and a portrait by that great master would have been quite as lively a companion as 
Grandcourt was disposed to be' (317). Even Mordecai, the iconophobic visionary, 'had 
sometimes lingered in the National Gallery in search of paintings which might feed his 
hopefulness with grave and noble types of the human form, such as might well belong to men 
of his own race' (472). 
These multitudes of portraits pose an interesting problem, because their sheer numbers are 
inversely proportional to Eliot's estimation of the genre itself. Works of portraiture appear in 
Daniel Deronda with such regularity, and in so many overlapping guises - as paintings, living 
faces, gifts, characters in plays, objects of quest and wonder - that the novel as a whole could 
be seen as a kind of picture gallery, containing visual fragments of every one of its major 
themes; yet Eliot herself repeatedly denigrates the painted form. Even as practised by a master, 
Joshua Reynolds, portraiture could never truly describe Gwendolen: 'Sir Joshua would have 
been glad to take her portrait; and he would have had an easier task than the historian at least 
in this, that he would not have had to represent the truth of change - only to give stability to 
one beautiful moment' (117). Instead of telling 'the truth of change', the portrait painter 
freezes the human image into the static beauty of youth. By the same token, Daniel's itinerant 
mother gives him a parting gift of 'a miniature with jewels round it... her own in all the fire of 
youth' (664) - a striking image of a false, romantic past, and a terrible contrast to the truth of 
her present appearance. These misleading effects, in Eliot's view, are the very aim of 
portraiture; as Sir Hugo says to Hans the aspiring painter: 
... 'Good fellow, your attempts at the historic and poetic are simply pitiable. 
Your brush is just that of a successful portrait-painter - it has a little truth and 
a great facility in falsehood - your idealism will never do for gods and 
goddesses and heroic story, but it may fetch a high price as flattery' (645). 
Rather than aspire to the 'hi~toric' and the 'poetic', the portrait artist must flatter, lie, and 
idealize; instead of showing every unfortunate detail, he must smudge unpleasantness into the 
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picturesque. 'Perspective, as its inventor remarked, is a beautiful thing', Eliot writes. 'What 
horrors of damp huts, where human beings languish, may not become picturesque through 
aerial distance!' (155). To romanticize, to conceal, to divulge 'a little truth' - not too much-
these are the tasks to which Sir Hugo relegates Hans. Thus, portraiture's faults reverberate on 
the level of the narrative as well: Hans's affinity with the genre betrays his own middling 
artistic talent. It is, likewise, no coincidence that Gwendolen begins the novel with a series of 
self-portraits, kissing herself repeatedly in the mirror and demanding to have her picture 
painted; or that Grandcourt's coldness is manifest in his resemblance to a stony Moroni. 
Throughout the novel, indeed, portraits describe nothing so much as the characters' personal 
deficiencies: Gwendolen's vanity, Grandcourt's lack of humanity, Hans's mediocrity, the 
Princess's negligence. 
Eliot's pervasive disdain for portraiture, both within the narrative and in explications of that 
narrative's aims, is initially mystifying; but it also has a long history. The paragone, or 
arguments about the relative merits of different kinds of art, began as early as Plato, and were 
revived with particular fervour during and after the Renaissance. Eliot is thus in conversation 
with a long line of thinkers about literature's capacity to judge the visual arts. In particular, her 
commentary follows from and responds to the work of G. E. Lessing, most importantly his 
treatise, Laocoon: On the Limits of Poetry and Painting.2 Because Lessing's thesis helps to 
explain many of the stranger appearances of portraits in Daniel Deronda, I hope to focus here 
on a single common strand of thought between the two works, and to understand Eliot's 
attitude toward portraiture as part of a broader set of beliefs about representation and realistic 
depiction in the arts. 
The eponymous subject of Lessing's book is a Roman sculpture in the Vatican - an image of 
the Trojan priest Laocoon and his two sons being consumed and strangled by a sea serpent 
(resonant, of course, with Gwendolen's daring ensemble du serpent [12]). The essay consists 
of an extended comparison of the sculpture with its matching story in Virgil's Aeneid: how do 
these two representations of the same subject differ? More generally, what are the fundamental 
'boundaries' (Grenzen) between poetry and the plastic arts? Lessing's primary answer is 
temporality: 
the one [epic poetry] is a progressive action, the several parts of which develop 
themselves one by one in the course of time, while the other [plastic art], on 
the contrary, is a fixed subject, the various parts of which are exhibited closely 
connected in space. - If then the signs which painters employ as their means 
of imitation can only be combined in space, and are totally inapplicable to 
time, it follows that progressive actions, as such, cannot be included among the 
subjects proper for the pencil .3 
The painter, artist of space, is confined to the appearance of a single moment; the poet, artist 
of time, can 'take up each action at his will, from its very commencement, and trace it, through 
all its various changes, to the conclusion' (37). This difference means, of course, that painting 
will fail to depict the pain wrought by events, by Time; it will necessarily be softer, less harsh, 
and therefore less true. The sculptor of the Laocoon, who 'had to exercise his skill in 
embodying the highest degree of beauty, exhibited under circumstances of bodily pain', was 
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forced to 'mitigate the vehemence' of the story, 'to soften down the shriek of agony into a 
sigh'; otherwise the work would have been 'repulsive' to observe (23). 
These thoughts find an obvious reflex in Daniel Deronda, whose aim, Eliot declares, is 'to 
mark the time, and connect the course of individual lives with the historic stream' (88). The 
novel as a whole aspires to the condition of epic poetry: it seeks to 'take up each action ... from 
its very commencement, and trace it, through all its various changes, to the conclusion' 
(Lessing 37), or, in Eliot's words, to show 'the truth of change' (117). As she writes upon 
Gwendolen's and Grandcourt's first meeting: 
Attempts at description are stupid: who can all at once describe a human 
being? even when he is presented to us we only begin that knowledge of his 
appearance which must be completed by innumerable impressions under 
differing circumstances. (111) 
True knowledge of human beings comes gradually; we cannot know Gwendolen until we 
know the course of her story. Eliot is grasping - sometimes, as in this quotation, in frustration 
- towards a kind of representation embedded in time. Portraits, which, in Lessing's terms, 
freeze a moment's image into eternal inaccuracy, are thus her antagonists. Eliot implicates 
portraiture as the antithesis of the aims of the realist novel. 
In this sense, portraits abound in Daniel Deronda as evidence of the difficulty of its project. 
When Eliot declares that 'Sir Joshua ... would have had an easier task than the historian at least 
in this, that he would not have had to represent the truth of change' (117), she is both 
expressing a kind of envy, and aggrandizing the challenging and revolutionary form of her 
novel. In a portrait by 'Sir Joshua', she seems to ask, would there be a place for the story of 
Gwendolen's suffering and change? Towards the end of the novel, the subdued Gwendolen 
poses this very question to Deronda: 
'Ab! I must be changed. I have not looked at myself. Should you have 
known me,' she added, turning towards him, 'if you had met me now? -
should you have known me for the one you saw at Leubronn?' 
'Yes, I should have known you,' said Deronda, mournfully. 'The outside 
change is not great. I should have seen at once that it was you .. .' (701) 
A portrait of Gwendolen's exterior would fail to register any difference between the 'before' 
and the 'after'; it would miss the epic of her personal transformation. Indeed, by the time of 
Grandcourt's death, Gwendolen herself seems to have realized this truth; her story as a whole 
might be understood as a movement away from the forms of portraiture and toward those of 
epic, of Eliot's own novel. The woman who began her life at Offendene by kissing herself in 
mirrors, arranging herself 'in an attitude that might have been chosen for her portrait' (18), and 
demanding paintings of herself in the guise of a saint, slowly acquires another kind of image 
altogether. Upon her marriage to Grandcourt, she 'no longer felt inclined to kiss her fortunate 
image in the glass; she looked at it with wonder that she could be so miserable' (423); and, by 
the end of the book, she has become conscious of a moving, changing world beyond herself, 
of 'widestretching purposes in which she felt herself reduced to a mere speck' (803). 
Gwendolen has left behind her static, beautiful image - her portrait - and become acquainted, 
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however distantly or obliquely, with the dynamic forms of history: she has become one of 
those people who watch 'the great movements of the world, the larger destinies of mankind, 
which have lain aloof in newspapers and other neglected reading, enter like an earthquake into 
their own lives' (803). Gwendolen's character transformation is thus parallel to the difference 
described by Lessing: she begins as a work of visual art and becomes a work of epic. 
This change actually begins quite early in the novel, with Gwendolen's remarkable theatrical 
performance at Offendene. The choice of her character - 'I have it! ... Hermione as the statue 
in the Winter's Tale!' (59) - is felicitous: Hermione is the Shakespearean character who, 
having apparently died after her exile by her husband Leontes, is in effect brought back alive 
by Time. At the beginning of the fourth act, a character called Time appears, imploring the 
audience to 
Impute it not a crime 
To me or my swift passage that I slide 
O'er sixteen years and leave the growth untried 
Of that wide gap, since it is in my power 
To o'erthrow law, and in one self-born hour 
To plant and 0' erwhelm custom . 
... Your patience this allowing, 
I turn my glass, and give my scene such growing 
As you had slept between (4.1.4-17).4 
The appearance of a personified Time here points up the drama of inexorable change: the ways 
in which human beings are magically transformed by the passage of years, usually in ways that 
they themselves fail to understand. Hermione's daughter, Perdita - now aged sixteen - asks to 
see a statue of her dead mother that Paulina, Hermione's close friend, has made. Miraculously, 
though, the statue appears to have aged, and it soon comes alive: Paulina declares, "Tis time. 
Descend. Be stone no more' (5.3.99), and Hermione is resurrected, magically converted from 
a sculpture into a human being. This magical change (though, as Leontes declares, 'If this be 
magic, let it be an art I Lawful as eating' [5.3.110-11]) exactly parallels the metamorphosis 
which Eliot hopes to describe in Gwendolen: the movement, effected by Time, from a still 
work of art into a human being. 
Of course, the irony of Gwendolen's performance as Hermione is that, initially at first, the 
opposite occurs. Gwendolen and Company fail to understand the significance of her 
character's change through time - 'Hermione was chosen; all agreeing that age was of no 
consequence' (59) and freezes at the very moment when she is supposed to come alive. A 
panelled picture 'of an upturned dead face, from which an obscure figure seemed to be fleeing 
with outstretched arms' (27) flies open at the moment of transformation, eliciting 
a piercing cry from Gwendolen, who stood without change of attitude, but with 
a change of expression that was terrifying in its terror. She looked like a statue 
into which a soul of Fear had entered: her pallid lips were parted; her eyes, 
usually narrowed under their long lashes, were dilated and fixed. (61) 
In exact contrast to Hermione, Gwendolen has become a statue. This moment of frozenness, 
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however, best points up the quality of her character at the beginning of the novel; as Deronda 
shows in the book's opening pages, she is little more than a fixed statue, a portrait, an object 
of admiration and observation. At this statuesque moment, Gwendolen's true character 
emerges. As Herr Klesmer caustically remarks, 'A magnificent bit of plastik that!' (61). But 
this event also serves as a necessary catalyst for Gwendolen's eventual metamorphosis; 
indeed, it is at this moment of high artifice that she first becomes able to appraise herself 
honestly. 'What she unwillingly recognized, and would have been glad for others to be 
unaware of, was that liability of hers to fits of spiritual dread, though this fountain of awe 
within her had not found its way into connection with the religion taught her or with any 
human relations' (63). This moment of 'spiritual dread' adumbrates Gwendolen's definitively 
transformed state of mind upon seeing the similarly frozen 'dead face' of her husband near the 
end of the novel (691). In this respect, the story of Daniel Deronda is that of Gwendolen's 
coming-alive to the 'fountain of awe' within her - a change which necessarily occurs with the 
incursions ofTime, and that could not, on the terms of Lessing's Laocoon, ever be captured by 
'Sir Joshua'. 
In this sense, the presence of Gwendolen as a sculpted portrait of herself throws into relief the 
drama of her changed character; it heightens our esteem of her final, subdued and broadened 
self. Indeed, this is a role which artistic representations play throughout the novel: by virtue of 
their very artifice, they create a kind of chiaroscuro effect, elevating, augmenting, and making 
more comprehensible the novel's ostensible reality. Deronda says as much while admiring the 
Mallingers' Abbey: 
It was a rare example of a northern cloister with arched and pillared openings 
not intended for glazing, and the delicately-wrought foliage of the capitals 
seemed still to carry the very touches of the chisel ... Deronda was noticing the 
delicate sense which had combined freedom with accuracy in the imitation of 
natural forms. 
'I wonder whether one oftener learns to love real objects through their 
representations, or the representations through the real objects,' he said, after 
pointing out a lovely capital made by the curled leaves of greens, showing 
their reticulated under-side with the firm gradual swell of its central rib. 'When 
I was a little fellow these capitals taught me to observe, and delight in, the 
structure of leaves' (422). 
Daniel sets out the moral project of the novel as a whole: he shows us how art helps us to love 
and to understand the real. In the same sense, to see Gwendolen first as a work of art, as a 
portrait, helps us to understand her as a human being; our appreciation of the character who 
closes the novel is dependent on and deepened by her previous condition of high artifice. 
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